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praise for foster and magdoff s the great financial crisis in this timely and thorough analysis of the current
financial crisis foster and magdoff explore its roots and the radical changes that might be undertaken in
response this book makes a valuable contribution to the ongoing examination of our current debt crisis one
that deserves our full attention publishers weekly there is a growing consensus that the planet is heading
toward environmental catastrophe climate change ocean acidification ozone depletion global freshwater use
loss of biodiversity and chemical pollution all threaten our future unless we act what is less clear is how
humanity should respond the contemporary environmental movement is the site of many competing plans
and prescriptions and composed of a diverse set of actors from militant activists to corporate chief executives
this short readable book is a sharply argued manifesto for those environmentalists who reject schemes of
green capitalism or piecemeal reform environmental and economic scholars magdoff and foster contend that
the struggle to reverse ecological degradation requires a firm grasp of economic reality going further they
argue that efforts to reform capitalism along environmental lines or rely solely on new technology to avert
catastrophe misses the point the main cause of the looming environmental disaster is the driving logic of
the system itself and those in power no matter how green are incapable of making the changes that are
necessary what every environmentalist needs to know about capitalism tackles the two largest issues of our
time the ecological crisis and the faltering capitalist economy in a way that is thorough accessible and sure
to provoke debate in the environmental movement praise for foster and magdoff s the great financial crisis
in this timely and thorough analysis of the current financial crisis foster and magdoff explore its roots and
the radical changes that might be undertaken in response this book makes a valuable contribution to the
ongoing examination of our current debt crisis one that deserves our full attention publishers weekly there
is a growing consensus that the planet is heading toward environmental catastrophe climate change ocean
acidification ozone depletion global freshwater use loss of biodiversity and chemical pollution all threaten
our future unless we act what is less clear is how humanity should respond the contemporary
environmental movement is the site of many competing plans and prescriptions and composed of a diverse
set of actors from militant activists to corporate chief executives this short readable book is a sharply argued
manifesto for those environmentalists who reject schemes of green capitalism or piecemeal reform
environmental and economic scholars magdoff and foster contend that the struggle to reverse ecological
degradation requires a firm grasp of economic reality going further they argue that efforts to reform
capitalism along environmental lines or rely solely on new technology to avert catastrophe misses the point
the main cause of the looming environmental disaster is the driving logic of the system itself and those in
power no matter how green are incapable of making the changes that are necessary what every
environmentalist needs to know about capitalism tackles the two largest issues of our time the ecological
crisis and the faltering capitalist economy in a way that is thorough accessible and sure to provoke debate in
the environmental movement gordon durnil was the u s chairman of the international joint commission
during the bush administration the ijc is a semi autonomous international organization composed of
representatives from the united states and canada charged with overseeing the quality of the environment
in the great lakes region in the course of his service on the commission mr durnil became an avid active
environmentalist for most of the world the term conservative environmentalist is an oxymoron in this
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fascinating account of his conversion to environmentalism durnil demonstrates how and why the saving of
our environment is fundamentally a conservative issue this activity book covers world habitats food chains
and other topics climatic changes tropical deforestation toxic contamination of food and water citizens
concerned about the fate of the planet are eager to become active and informed on these and other
environmental issues the environmentalist s bookshelf a guide to the best books lists and describes the 500
best books on nature and the environment as determined by the recommendations of over 200
environmental leaders from around the world scientists educators authors activists and government officials
including representatives from 150 environmental groups and editors from 15 environmental journals and
magazines share their personal responses to the environmental books that have most influenced their
thinking and actions classics by aldo leopold henry david thoreau rachel carson and edward abbey and
newer works by wendell berry william cronon marc reisner vandana shiva and donald worster are among
those reviewed by author robert merideth and his roster of experts this guide includes the
environmentalist s bookshelf list of the top 40 books deemed essential to any environmentalist s library
detailed descriptions of the 100 core 250 strongly recommended and 150 further recommended books and a
biographical listing of survey respondents a virtual who s who in the field of nature and the environment
for professionals students and anyone concerned about environmental issues the environmentalist s
bookshelf is an invaluable tool for building an ecologically sound library brings together 25 essays on the
political theory of the environment ranging across environmental philosophy and political social legal and
economic aspects of environmental action this volume should provide an introduction to beginners and a
reference for specialist publisher description sustainability and sustainable development have become key
phrases of the politics of the environment they are at the centre of much environmental discourse and
indeed of the series of which this collection is a part this major volume brings together a number of recent
papers that address the ethical and political assumptions that underlie different uses of those concepts part i
examines equality and justice part ii focuses on justice equality and future generations part iii deals with
the moral considerability of the non human world and part iv looks at environmental justice part v
examines economic valuation and part vi discusses sustainability part vii covers sustainability and nature
this volume will be an invaluable source of reference for scholars of environmental economics
environmental political theory environmental ethics and geography and all those concerned with the
philosophical foundations of sustainability in unmanaged landscapes editor bill willers brings together an
insightful and thought provoking selection of writings that challenge the assumption that humans can
effectively manage nature the collection is divided into three sections one that focuses on biology and
ecology one that examines the idea of wildness from the standpoint of human society and its economic
concerns and a third that considers philosophical and spiritual aspects of wildness the most comprehensive
introduction to environmental ethics available environmental ethics offers students a current look at the
issues and topics that dominate the field today organized into two main parts that take students seamlessly
from theory to application this fifth edition of the pojmans popular anthology like its predecessors includes
numerous topic areas not covered in other anthologies including an all new section on climate change
featuring articles carefully selected for clarity and accessibility the text follows a dialogic pro con format
presenting divergent positions on each topic ensuring that students are both exposed to and understand
both sides of every topic so they can develop their own informed positions the bulk of royalties for this
book are donated to groups dedicated to protecting the environment such as the wilderness society and the
sierra club this volume contributes to two primary contemporary scholarships studies analyzing citizen
opposition to mainstream environmental agendas and research on the role of local communities and citizens
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in processes of implementing public environmental projects it melds these interests through a study of a
failed attempt by federal and state agencies to establish the ozark highlands man and the biosphere reserve
in sothern missouri and norther arkansas papers from the 10th east west philosophers conference held in
honolulu may 16 24 2011 each vol has also a distinctive title 1964 new marketing insights for forest
products companies part i cases and questions 1 nurturing nature 2 salmon support 3 alternative models of
ecosystem restoration part ii fakes or artifacts 4 faking nature 5 the big lie the human restoration of nature 6
restoration or domination a reply to katz 7 rehabilitating nature and making nature habitable 8 restoration
part iii ends and means 9 carving up the woods savanna restoration in northeastern illinois 10 restoring oak
ecosystems 11 between theory and practice some thoughts on motivations behind restoration 12 eradicating
the aliens restoration and exotic species 13 a field guide to the synthetic landscape toward a new
environmental ethic 14 sunflower forest ecological restoration as the basis for a new environmental
paradigm 15 restoration or preservation reflections on a clash of environmental philosophies in all of the
contemporary economics textbooks that have been written there is typically at least one chapter that
addresses market failure markets don t fail is a response to what author brian simpson sees as a fundamental
error in the thinking of some economists the chapter titles of this book are crafted against the premises of
market failure arguments and a significant portion of this book focuses on exposing the invalid premises
upon which the claims of market failure are based and providing a proper basis upon which to judge the
free market the material in this book provides a strong antidote to the arguments typically presented in
contemporary economics textbooks through example and argument brian simpson shows that the claims
against the free market are not true in fact he demonstrates how free markets succeed how they raise the
standard of living of all individuals who live within them and how free markets allow human life to
flourish however the book goes much deeper than economics by providing a moral and epistemological
defense of the free market markets don t fail gets to the fundamental philosophical reasons why the claims
of market failure are false and why markets actually succeed through an integration of economics and
philosophy simpson is able to provide a comprehensive rigorous and logically consistent defense of the free
market the specific topics covered in the book include monopoly antitrust laws and predatory pricing
externalities the regulation of safety and quality environmentalism economic inequality public goods and
asymmetric information this book is an invaluable tool for anyone who wants to gain a sound
understanding of the free market
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praise for foster and magdoff s the great financial crisis in this timely and thorough analysis of the current
financial crisis foster and magdoff explore its roots and the radical changes that might be undertaken in
response this book makes a valuable contribution to the ongoing examination of our current debt crisis one
that deserves our full attention publishers weekly there is a growing consensus that the planet is heading
toward environmental catastrophe climate change ocean acidification ozone depletion global freshwater use
loss of biodiversity and chemical pollution all threaten our future unless we act what is less clear is how
humanity should respond the contemporary environmental movement is the site of many competing plans
and prescriptions and composed of a diverse set of actors from militant activists to corporate chief executives
this short readable book is a sharply argued manifesto for those environmentalists who reject schemes of
green capitalism or piecemeal reform environmental and economic scholars magdoff and foster contend that
the struggle to reverse ecological degradation requires a firm grasp of economic reality going further they
argue that efforts to reform capitalism along environmental lines or rely solely on new technology to avert
catastrophe misses the point the main cause of the looming environmental disaster is the driving logic of
the system itself and those in power no matter how green are incapable of making the changes that are
necessary what every environmentalist needs to know about capitalism tackles the two largest issues of our
time the ecological crisis and the faltering capitalist economy in a way that is thorough accessible and sure
to provoke debate in the environmental movement
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praise for foster and magdoff s the great financial crisis in this timely and thorough analysis of the current
financial crisis foster and magdoff explore its roots and the radical changes that might be undertaken in
response this book makes a valuable contribution to the ongoing examination of our current debt crisis one
that deserves our full attention publishers weekly there is a growing consensus that the planet is heading
toward environmental catastrophe climate change ocean acidification ozone depletion global freshwater use
loss of biodiversity and chemical pollution all threaten our future unless we act what is less clear is how
humanity should respond the contemporary environmental movement is the site of many competing plans
and prescriptions and composed of a diverse set of actors from militant activists to corporate chief executives
this short readable book is a sharply argued manifesto for those environmentalists who reject schemes of
green capitalism or piecemeal reform environmental and economic scholars magdoff and foster contend that
the struggle to reverse ecological degradation requires a firm grasp of economic reality going further they
argue that efforts to reform capitalism along environmental lines or rely solely on new technology to avert
catastrophe misses the point the main cause of the looming environmental disaster is the driving logic of
the system itself and those in power no matter how green are incapable of making the changes that are
necessary what every environmentalist needs to know about capitalism tackles the two largest issues of our
time the ecological crisis and the faltering capitalist economy in a way that is thorough accessible and sure
to provoke debate in the environmental movement
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gordon durnil was the u s chairman of the international joint commission during the bush administration
the ijc is a semi autonomous international organization composed of representatives from the united states
and canada charged with overseeing the quality of the environment in the great lakes region in the course
of his service on the commission mr durnil became an avid active environmentalist for most of the world
the term conservative environmentalist is an oxymoron in this fascinating account of his conversion to
environmentalism durnil demonstrates how and why the saving of our environment is fundamentally a
conservative issue

The Making of a Conservative Environmentalist

1995

this activity book covers world habitats food chains and other topics

Environmentalist

1992

climatic changes tropical deforestation toxic contamination of food and water citizens concerned about the
fate of the planet are eager to become active and informed on these and other environmental issues the
environmentalist s bookshelf a guide to the best books lists and describes the 500 best books on nature and
the environment as determined by the recommendations of over 200 environmental leaders from around
the world scientists educators authors activists and government officials including representatives from 150
environmental groups and editors from 15 environmental journals and magazines share their personal
responses to the environmental books that have most influenced their thinking and actions classics by aldo
leopold henry david thoreau rachel carson and edward abbey and newer works by wendell berry william
cronon marc reisner vandana shiva and donald worster are among those reviewed by author robert
merideth and his roster of experts this guide includes the environmentalist s bookshelf list of the top 40
books deemed essential to any environmentalist s library detailed descriptions of the 100 core 250 strongly
recommended and 150 further recommended books and a biographical listing of survey respondents a
virtual who s who in the field of nature and the environment for professionals students and anyone
concerned about environmental issues the environmentalist s bookshelf is an invaluable tool for building an
ecologically sound library
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brings together 25 essays on the political theory of the environment ranging across environmental
philosophy and political social legal and economic aspects of environmental action this volume should
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provide an introduction to beginners and a reference for specialist

Mountaineer, Lawyer, Environmentalist

1975

publisher description

Cooperative Pluralism

1993

sustainability and sustainable development have become key phrases of the politics of the environment
they are at the centre of much environmental discourse and indeed of the series of which this collection is a
part this major volume brings together a number of recent papers that address the ethical and political
assumptions that underlie different uses of those concepts part i examines equality and justice part ii focuses
on justice equality and future generations part iii deals with the moral considerability of the non human
world and part iv looks at environmental justice part v examines economic valuation and part vi discusses
sustainability part vii covers sustainability and nature this volume will be an invaluable source of reference
for scholars of environmental economics environmental political theory environmental ethics and
geography and all those concerned with the philosophical foundations of sustainability

The Environmentalist's Bookshelf

1993

in unmanaged landscapes editor bill willers brings together an insightful and thought provoking selection
of writings that challenge the assumption that humans can effectively manage nature the collection is
divided into three sections one that focuses on biology and ecology one that examines the idea of wildness
from the standpoint of human society and its economic concerns and a third that considers philosophical and
spiritual aspects of wildness

International Geographic Information Systems (IGIS) Symposium:
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1988

the most comprehensive introduction to environmental ethics available environmental ethics offers
students a current look at the issues and topics that dominate the field today organized into two main parts
that take students seamlessly from theory to application this fifth edition of the pojmans popular anthology
like its predecessors includes numerous topic areas not covered in other anthologies including an all new
section on climate change featuring articles carefully selected for clarity and accessibility the text follows a
dialogic pro con format presenting divergent positions on each topic ensuring that students are both exposed
to and understand both sides of every topic so they can develop their own informed positions the bulk of
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royalties for this book are donated to groups dedicated to protecting the environment such as the wilderness
society and the sierra club

The Politics of the Environment

1994

this volume contributes to two primary contemporary scholarships studies analyzing citizen opposition to
mainstream environmental agendas and research on the role of local communities and citizens in processes
of implementing public environmental projects it melds these interests through a study of a failed attempt
by federal and state agencies to establish the ozark highlands man and the biosphere reserve in sothern
missouri and norther arkansas
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papers from the 10th east west philosophers conference held in honolulu may 16 24 2011

Environmental Ethics and Philosophy

2001

each vol has also a distinctive title 1964 new marketing insights for forest products companies

Unmanaged Landscapes

1999

part i cases and questions 1 nurturing nature 2 salmon support 3 alternative models of ecosystem restoration
part ii fakes or artifacts 4 faking nature 5 the big lie the human restoration of nature 6 restoration or
domination a reply to katz 7 rehabilitating nature and making nature habitable 8 restoration part iii ends
and means 9 carving up the woods savanna restoration in northeastern illinois 10 restoring oak ecosystems
11 between theory and practice some thoughts on motivations behind restoration 12 eradicating the aliens
restoration and exotic species 13 a field guide to the synthetic landscape toward a new environmental ethic
14 sunflower forest ecological restoration as the basis for a new environmental paradigm 15 restoration or
preservation reflections on a clash of environmental philosophies

New Left Review
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in all of the contemporary economics textbooks that have been written there is typically at least one
chapter that addresses market failure markets don t fail is a response to what author brian simpson sees as a
fundamental error in the thinking of some economists the chapter titles of this book are crafted against the
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premises of market failure arguments and a significant portion of this book focuses on exposing the invalid
premises upon which the claims of market failure are based and providing a proper basis upon which to
judge the free market the material in this book provides a strong antidote to the arguments typically
presented in contemporary economics textbooks through example and argument brian simpson shows that
the claims against the free market are not true in fact he demonstrates how free markets succeed how they
raise the standard of living of all individuals who live within them and how free markets allow human life
to flourish however the book goes much deeper than economics by providing a moral and epistemological
defense of the free market markets don t fail gets to the fundamental philosophical reasons why the claims
of market failure are false and why markets actually succeed through an integration of economics and
philosophy simpson is able to provide a comprehensive rigorous and logically consistent defense of the free
market the specific topics covered in the book include monopoly antitrust laws and predatory pricing
externalities the regulation of safety and quality environmentalism economic inequality public goods and
asymmetric information this book is an invaluable tool for anyone who wants to gain a sound
understanding of the free market
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Anti-environmentalism and Citizen Opposition to the Ozark Man and
the Biosphere Reserve

2000

Unity

1977

Environmental Ethics

1993

Splash

1987

Value and Values

2015-02-28
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Journal of the Royal Society of Arts

1978

Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review
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Richard M. Leonard--mountaineer, Lawyer, Environmentalist
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DNR and Environmentalist Attitudes Toward the Risks of Landfilling
Municipal Waste Incinerator Ash in Wisconsin
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Encyclopedia of Applied Ethics: E-I
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